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AMERICANS AND THE HOLOCAUST 
1933–1937

Read the entire section, look at all images, and watch the videos.  
Then answer these questions by drawing on that information.

What was happening in America during this time period? How did this 
shape American debates about events in Nazi Germany?

What did Americans see in the news about events in Nazi Germany?

What actions did Americans take in response to the persecution of 
Jews in Germany? Consider the actions of individuals, communities, 
organizations, and the government. 

Personal Stories: Describe actions taken by an individual who 
responded to Nazi persecution of Jews in Germany in the early 1930s.

Example: Dorothy Thompson

Read from Americans and the Holocaust through Nazis in America
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Read the entire section, look at all images, and watch the videos.  
Then answer these questions by drawing on that information.

What was happening in America during this time period? How did this 
shape American debates about events in Nazi Germany?

What did Americans see in the news about events in Nazi Germany?

What actions did Americans take in response to Nazi persecution of 
Jews? Consider the actions of individuals, communities, organizations, 
and the government. 

Personal Stories: Describe the actions of an individual who  
helped refugees. 

Give an example from Americans Who Dared

AMERICANS AND THE HOLOCAUST 
1938–1941
Read from It is 1938 through Americans Who Dared
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Read the entire section, look at all images, and watch the videos.  
Then answer these questions by drawing on that information.

What was happening in America during this time period? How did this 
shape American debates about entering World War II? 

How was the war portrayed to the American public before Pearl Harbor? 
How did it change after the attack?

What actions did Americans take in response to concerns about 
national security and potential American involvement in the war? 
Consider the actions of individuals, communities, organizations,  
and the government. 

Franklin D. Roosevelt: How did the president influence the debate about 
whether to enter the war? 

Read from World War II to This Is the Enemy

AMERICANS AND THE HOLOCAUST 
1938–1941, 1942–1945
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Read the entire section, look at all images, and watch the videos.  
Then answer these questions by drawing on that information.

What did Americans see in the news about the murder of  
Europe’s Jews? 

How does pressure build on the US government to take action in 
response to news of the Holocaust? 

What actions did the US government take during this period to help 
Jews and other victims of the Holocaust? 

Personal Stories: Describe the actions of an individual who tried to 
rescue Jews targeted for genocide.

Example: Henry Morgenthau, Jr. 

AMERICANS AND THE HOLOCAUST 
1942–1945
Read from In 1942 through Public Opinion Poll: December 1945
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